
    

Playgun A Diamond in the Rough 
 
This athletic gray stallion built a cutting dynasty for Pieper Ranch 
 
Article by Susan Morrison  

Playgun wasn't much to look at when Dick and Brenda 
Pieper first laid eyes on him. The colt was long-haired from winter's chill and wasn't as fit 
as some of the other yearlings in the 1993 NCHA Futurity sales in Fort Worth, Texas. He 
was still the mousy color common among young gray horses.  

 
But the Piepers, who are avid students of conformation and pedigrees, saw something 
underneath the rough surface. The colt was by Freckles Playboy, a stallion who was in 
the heyday of his breeding career, and out of Miss Silver Pistol, a dynamic mare who had 
earned $512,755 during her career, which included the 1985 NCHA Futurity Non-Pro 
Championship with owner Wes Shahan. And Playgun had the build of an athlete. 
As they perused the sale catalog and looked at the horses that piqued their interest, Dick 
and Brenda had stuck to their tradition of individually evaluating consignments and then 
meeting to discuss their findings. On that December day, they discovered their opinions 
merged right in front of Playgun's stall. The couple was in the process of transitioning 
their business from reining to cutting, and they believed Playgun would be a big step in 
that direction. 
It was more like a giant leap, as the then-nondescript gray colt ended up propelling them 
straight to the top of the cutting world. 

 
Cutting Dynasty 
Art Shahan of Pleasanton, Texas, bred and raised Miss Silver Pistol, a daughter of Doc's 
Hickory out of Pistol Lady 2 Be, a roping mare sired by King's Pistol. After her 



successful show career with Shahan's son, Wes, and Tom Lyons, who rode the mare to 
win the 1986 Gold and Silver Cutting and $253,200, Miss Silver Pistol began her life as a 
broodmare.  
Her first foal was a gray colt by Smart Little Lena. Born in 1988, Smart Little Pistol 
earned $10,710 with the late Bill Freeman in open competition, and Keith Goett- whose 
Kedon Farms in Weatherford, Texas, now owns Miss Silver Pistol-in non-pro events.  

 

Between Smart Little Pistol and Playgun 
were three other foals, another by Smart Little Lena and two by Peppy San Badger, all of 
which earned cutting money. In all, Miss Silver Pistol has produced 20 foals, 13 of which 
are performers. Smart Little Pistol has proven a successful sire with 139 performers 
earning slightly more than $2 million. His biggest claim to fame is his daughter Miss 
Chiquita Pistol, who won the NCHA "Triple Crown"-the 2002 Futurity and 2003 Super 
Stakes and Derby-with Tag Rice riding for Tooter Dorman. 
The pairing of Miss Silver Pistol and Freckles Playboy-whose get have earned $27.9 
million-was fortuitous, indeed. Freckles Playboy had earnings totaling $59,976, and his 
show career included a tie for the reserve championship at the 1976 NCHA Futurity with 
Terry Riddle riding for Marion Flint. Playgun got the fire and intensity of his dam, and 
the strength and cow smarts of his sire.  

 
But that inherent talent wasn't yet visible at the sale in 1993. The Piepers saw only the 
great potential in his combination of bloodlines, conformation and disposition. 
"When we walked into the stall with him, the first thing that struck us was how balanced 
he was," Brenda recalls. "He looked strong-low-hocked and powerful. And he had a 
really huge eye and he was kind of snorty. He'd stand back in the corner and look at you. 
You could tell he really had a lot of presence." 

 
The Piepers usually bought a young horse or two at the sale, but that year they had just 
purchased acreage adjacent to their facility and had intended to postpone buying a 
prospect-until they found Playgun. The yearling inspired them to do some brainstorming. 



A longtime customer and friend made the purchase, allowing the Piepers some time to 
sell a few horses and gather the funds to repay him with a profit on the original $13,500 
price. 
Playgun left the Piepers teetering on the tightrope between optimism and sensibility. 
They had not only stuck their necks out financially, but Dick was still training reining 
horses, and although he had his NCHA non-pro card (which was allowed at that time), he 
had shown only a few cutting horses. But he wanted to train the gray colt and show him 
at the NCHA Futurity. "It's a long old road from buying a yearling to having one go to the 
Futurity," Brenda says. 
With Playgun, that trip was a smooth one. 

 
Talent and Trainability 
Early in 1994, Playgun and Dick Pieper began to forge a relationship.  
"We had a boy that rode [the colts] maybe 10 times, and then I started riding him," Dick 
says. "I probably rode him two or three months before I started him on cattle. I typically 
do that. A lot of people start them as soon as they quit trying to buck them off, but I really 
believe in getting them a little more broke than that." 
With a solid foundation and plenty of built-in cow sense, Playgun took to cattle 
immediately. Throughout his 2- and 3-year-old years, he made steady progress.  
"He was really cowy and he really wanted to cut, and he was very, very physical," Dick 
recalls. "I think maybe because of the fact that I was so used to riding reining horses, I 
did have him really supple and soft in his face, and he'd give his head and you had a lot of 
control of his rib cage. I think I had all the tools there, but I just wasn't using them quite 
the right way." 
But a few people had seen him work Playgun and were impressed. The Piepers' friend 
Jody Galyean, who lived nearby, told Dick he'd heard about the nice gray colt he was 
riding. Dick hauled Playgun to Galyean's for a practice work in August, and although 
Galyean liked Playgun, he could see room for improvement and made a few suggestions 
after riding him. 
"He wanted me to put a little more bend in him, and he wanted me to pull him all the way 
across the cow," Dick remembers. "I had him faced up a little too much, and he'd kind of 
get in a hurry sometimes. Jody's horses are nothing if not correct, and he was pretty 
adamant that Playgun had to be really correct. 
"So I took Playgun home and said, 'Look, you've got to be really correct.' And he said, 
'Oh, OK.' Things like that say a lot for his trainability and his disposition." 
Dick returned to Galyean's a few weeks later with a "new and improved" Playgun. By 
that time-although Dick had planned to show him in only the non-pro-Galyean thought 
the colt could be a contender in the open, and they went to work in earnest. 

 
Playgun was well prepared for the NCHA Futurity. Although Dick and Playgun didn't 
make it past the first go of the non-pro, the open was a different story. His high scores in 
the first two go-rounds, giving him the second-highest composite, made him a favorite. A 
tough bunch of cattle in the semifinals was enough to make Playgun and Galyean fall 
short of the finals by half a point. A red roan stallion named Peptoboonsmal took the 



glory that year.  
But a frustrating ending to his first show actually was the beginning of a career that sent 
Playgun soaring and gave the Piepers solid footing in their newly chosen industry. 

 

 
Mr Beamon, shown by Tag Rice,  

Onward and Upward 
After the Futurity, Galyean hauled Playgun to a Quarter Horse show in Tulsa to help 
season him and prepare for upcoming aged events-and with hopes of qualifying him for 
the AQHA World Show. By the end of the circuit, Playgun had accumulated 11 points, 
enough to qualify for the World, earn his Register of Merit and make him the High-Point 
Junior Cutting Horse for 1995.  

 
In January 1996, the duo headed for the Abilene Cutting Spectacular, where they tied for 
third place. Later that month, they loaded up for Augusta, Georgia, for the Augusta 
Futurity & Classic. In the non-pro, Dick won the first go-round and tied for third in the 
second before winning the finals with a 222.5. Galyean was fourth in the second go of the 
open, had a solid 215.5, and easily made the finals. The resulting 222 gave Playgun his 
second title-on the same day-in Augusta. 
They were open finalists at the Tunica Futurity & Classic in February, and in April, Dick 
rode Playgun to a non-pro win at the Bonanza Cutting. At the 1996 NCHA Derby, 
Playgun carried Dick to the non-pro finals and Galyean to the open finals. And at the 
Steamboat Springs Derby, Playgun and Galyean were the open winners. 
In 1996 and 1997, Playgun was in the top 10 in junior cutting at the AQHA World Show. 
In those years and 1998, he earned a steady stream of checks, including first place at El 
Cid and reserve at the Steamboat Springs Derby/Classic. In all, he was a finalist at 21 
major events, and earned the championship or reserve at eight of those aged events. He 
earned $185,733, which included weekend money earned during his 7-, 8- and 9-year-old 
seasons. 
Galyean, whose career earnings now top $3.8 million, remembers Playgun as a horse 
with "a lot of power and a huge stop." 
"There was just a charisma that he had," he adds. "I still think some of the best runs I ever 



had were on Playgun." 
The stallion's nature and the conformation that first attracted the Piepers stood him in 
good stead throughout his career. 
"He was just a pretty easygoing, pretty adaptable kind of horse," Dick says. "I think one 
of the reasons that he showed for as long as he did was by virtue of the fact that he didn't 
require a lot of loping."  
When he was a 4-year-old-the year of his double win in Augusta-Playgun also was 
beginning his breeding career. 

 
A Cutting Dynasty 
Playgun's first foal crop arrived in 1997. Among the newcomers was a filly dubbed 
Playguns Desire by her breeder, Carol Rose of Gainesville, Texas. Out of Genuine Desire 
by Genuine Doc, Playguns Desire was sold to Rockin 5 Ranch LLC as a yearling, and 
Austin Shepard showed her to the open reserve championship at the 2001 Tunica Futurity 
& Classic. Her next owners, H.B. and Deborah Bartlett of Alabama, put the mare in the 
hands of trainer Mike Mowery, who showed her to win the open at the 2001 Brazos Bash 
and make the open finals at the 2001 Music City Futurity. That year, the mare earned 
$61,421, including a tie for fifth place in the non-pro with Deborah Bartlett at the NCHA 
Derby. In 2002 and 2003, she was a consistent aged-event finalist, and her earnings 
totaled $124,902.  
In 2000-the first year they were shown-Playgun's sons and daughters earned $86,499. CL 
Winchester, a stallion out of Demidoc by Doc's Prescription, earned almost half of that 
money, with $41,036. Shown by breeder Cindy Love, he tied for fourth in the non-pro at 
the NCHA Futurity. He went on to earn weekend money with several different owners, 
and has a total of $50,402 to his credit. 

 
By the end of 2001, another horse by Playgun started his career. Like his sire, Mr 
Beamon, out of Smart Little Easter by Smart Little Lena, was a striking gray. He didn't 
waste any time proving his ability. The gelding, then owned by breeder Jerry Jones of 
Granbury, Texas, was shown by Tag Rice to the open reserve title at the 2001 NCHA 
Futurity and took home $162,524. He was a consistent finalist at aged events, 
exemplified by his reserve championships in the open at the Abilene Spectacular in 2002, 
2003 and 2004. He went on to a successful non-pro career with subsequent owners 
Charlie and Denise Seiz, who also have allowed several youth riders to show him. His 
total now stands at $307,278, making him Playgun's leading earner. 

 
Like his sire, who was remembered for a couple of particularly incredible-and successful-
efforts to hold tough cows, Mr Beamon was known for his tremendous athleticism. At the 
Futurity, he nearly went down in the second go-round, but leaped up and held the cow 
although "he kind of had to turn around in mid-air," Rice said at the time. 
Following closely on Mr Beamon's heels is Peppy Plays For Cash, a 1999 stallion out of 
Peppys Dreamgirl by Peppy San Badger. Ridden by Lewie H. Wood Jr., he was third in 
the non-pro at the 2002 NCHA Futurity, marking 220 scores in the second go, semifinals 



and finals. He also placed eighth in the open with Kobie Wood riding, bringing his 
earnings at that one show to $90,455.  

 
Now owned by Center Ranch in Centerville, Texas, Peppy Plays For Cash continued his 
show career through February with the ranch's trainer, Steve Oehlhof. The decision to go 
back to the show pen in 2008 was an effort to promote Peppy Plays For Cash as a 
breeding horse, but the stallion had lost none of his ability. His earnings now stand at 
$304,713. 
"He's extremely athletic and he has a lot of guts, a lot of grit," Oehlhof says. "He's one of 
the few horses that can hold any type of cow. He's held some cows that most horses 
couldn't have held." 
The trainer attributes the stallion's long show career to the fact that he "really likes to 
cut." 
"It's a big deal to him," Oehlhof says, "and I think that will never leave him. With those 
really good horses, it never does." 
Playgun's third-leading earner is PRF Playguns Pep, a 2000 gelding out of Shes My 
Darling by Haidas Little Pep. Lewie Wood Jr. also showed this horse, taking reserve in 
the non-pro at the 2004 NCHA Derby, the same year the duo tied for 11th in the non-pro 
at the NCHA Super Stakes. In October of 2004, they tied for reserve at the Pacific Coast 
Cutting Horse Association Stakes. Since then, the gelding and Wood have been 
consistently picking up checks at weekend cuttings, and the horse's earnings total 
$281,883. 

 
Down the Fence 

Not every Playgun ended up in the cutting pen; his get 
have exhibited the cow sense to succeed in other disciplines, including reined cow horse.  
Playgun's 10th-leading earner, in fact, is PG Dry Fire, with $95,848. The 1998 stallion, 
out of The Dry Look by Dry Doc, started along the cutting route with trainers Ralph 
Depew and Boyd Rice. From 2001 to mid-2004, he earned a respectable amount of 



cutting money for owner John Haynes. In September of 2004, however, Rice took him 
down the fence in an open bridle class during the Colorado Reined Cow Horse Snaffle 
Bit Futurity. They ended up fifth and won just $100, but it was the start of a second 
career for the horse. 

 
In 2005, Lance Shields rode PG Dry Fire in the World's Greatest Horseman competition, 
tying for first in the steer stopping but failing to make the finals. Later that year, Haynes 
put the horse in the capable hands of Todd Crawford, who showed him to sixth place in 
senior working cow horse at the AQHA World Show.  
In 2006, Robbie Boyce took PG Dry Fire back to the World's Greatest Horseman event. 
They not only won the steer stopping in the first round, but made the finals and took 
home the reserve championship, earning $23,775. 
Back with Crawford that fall, PG Dry Fire again placed sixth at the AQHA World Show 
in senior working cow horse, this time for new owners Aspen Meadows Ranch LLC. In 
2007, Jake Telford took the reins and showed the stallion to win the open bridle at the 
NRCHA Derby, adding more than $30,000 to his record. PG Dry Fire and Telford also 
took second at the 2008 World's Richest Stock Horse contest.  

 
Another trip to World's Greatest Horseman in 2008 saw Ted Robinson riding the horse to 
tie to win the cow work in the first go, but the duo failed to make the finals. Most 
recently, Telford again showed PG Dry Fire to ninth place in the open bridle at the 
NRCHA Snaffle Bit Stakes/Maturity. 
Seven From Heaven, a 1999 stallion out of Peppys From Heaven by Peppy San Badger, 
also showed his versatility by earning money in both cutting and cow horse competition. 
He started his career by tying for reserve at the Fresno Futurity with Ted Robinson riding. 
The following year, Boyd Rice took over the horse's training, moved him into the cutting 
arena and earned numerous checks at weekend events, along with making the semifinals 
at the NCHA Derby and the finals at the Tunica Futurity & Classic.  

 



 
PG Dry Fire, shown with Jake Telford, tops Playgun's earners in cow horse competition 

In 2004, Rice showed Seven From Heaven to the AQHA Junior Cutting World 
Championship for owner Burnett Ranches Ltd. The stallion earned $72,667 during his 
career. 
The versatility of Playgun's colts and fillies makes the Piepers particularly proud. Not 
only have his get earned plenty in cutting and cow horse events, but they have made good 
roping horses, reiners, team penners and ranch horses. 
In 2004, that all-around talent was especially evident in a horse called Real Gun, a 1997 
stallion out of Miss War Chips by War Chip's. Although he had steadily added to his 
earnings in cow horse events with Bobby Lewis and Chris Littlefield showing-and his 
record included a fourth-place finish with Littlefield showing for R.T. Stuart Ranch LLC 
at the 2003 World's Greatest Horseman-it was at the 2004 AQHA World Show that his 
adaptability shined through. Real Gun and Littlefield took the reserve championship in 
senior working cow horse, fifth in senior tie-down roping, third in senior dally team 
roping-heeling, and ended up taking home the title of AQHA Superhorse.  

 
Gray, but Not Old 
Today, Playgun still stands at the Pieper Ranch in Marietta. He spends his days in his 
own pasture, where he can see some of his favorite mares. Every other day is a breeding 
day, and at night he is brought into the barn. 
"We joke that he's kind of our employer," Brenda says with a laugh. "We still work pretty 
hard and are very hands-on. People ask when we're going to quit working these 14-hour 
days and we say 'when Playgun retires.' As long as he's still breeding those mares and 
we're raising his colts and selling them, I guess we've still got a job." 
The Piepers remember the day they bought Playgun like it was yesterday, even though it's 
been 16 years. The gray stallion that caught their eye as a long-haired yearling full of 
promise has fulfilled their dreams. 
"I think he probably has surpassed our expectations," Dick says. "Brenda and I have both 
been sticklers for conformation. We both feel that if a horse is made right they will be 
able to perform. He certainly lived up to that." 

 


